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A genuine local paper at the heart of community
THE News & Mail has been serving the 
community for 127 years and is Woking’s 
only dedicated local newspaper.

It is owned by a family business and 
prides itself on being at the heart of the 
town and surrounding villages, continuing 
the long tradition of providing local news 
and information.

The Woking News & Mail first went to 
press in 1894 and continued uninterrupted 
publication under various owners until 
it came into the hands of the Guardian 
Media Group in the 1970s. 

Following a trend being followed in 
the regional press across the country, the 
group closed the paper down in March 
2011 due to financial losses. 

Two months later, the title was bought 
by its current owners, who resurrected 
the paper. It was at first printed every two 
weeks and thrived sufficiently to become a 
weekly in November 2012, and an edition 

covering Chobham and its surrounding 
communities was soon added.

In an era when newspaper sales are 
generally declining, on average by 10 to 

15% a year, the News & Mail circulation 
was reducing at a slower rate – and then it 
turned the corner by increasing.

Up to the onset of the COVID19 
pandemic, its sales were the highest since 
the paper’s relaunch in 2011, confirming 
the viability of the business. A stunning 
approval of the paper had already been 
shown in an independent readers survey.

Of all the respondents, 89% said 
they were “very or fairly satisfied” with 
the newspaper, while 91% of readers 
and 82% of advertisers said they are 
“satisfied”.

News & Mail Managing Director Terry 
Tidbury said: “This is a clear indication 
of the trust that our readers have in their 
local newspaper. It’s incredibly rewarding 
to know our readers appreciate the value 
of the team of experienced, talented 
journalists who report on news and events 
in the area.”
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It is our great privilege to 
introduce awards that can 
really make a difference
THE delivery of CREST21 Awards to the 
community of Surrey has been one of the 
most ambitious projects taken on by the 
News & Mail, and for my part it is one of 
the most rewarding.

As Woking’s only dedicated local 
newspaper, we’re very close to our 
readership and, through our news 
coverage, their desire for positive action 
on the climate change crisis. 

With this in mind, we hoped we could 
help make a difference by launching a 
sustainable business awards scheme.

However, it was not until we 
joined forces with the University of 
Surrey’s Centre For Environment 
and Sustainability (CES), that I 
believed we could make these 
awards a reality. 

Today, I know that they 
are in fact a living 
legacy that we 
hope will grow and 
develop to help 
raise awareness 
of responsibility 
we all have for 
environmental and 
social wellbeing.

The impact of COVID-19 pandemic 
was a setback, but we have re-emerged 
with a redesigned and developed 
awards scheme under the new title of 
CREST21 Business Awards that has led 
to the introduction of a new category, 
Resilience in Crisis, that we shared the 
sponsorship of with the CES.

Now, thanks to the fantastic 
engagement we have seen with this 
initiative across the board here in the 
county, I can only say that it has been a 
great privilege to bring the awards to 

life. 
We have received amazing 

support from our sponsors, 
especially Surrey County Council, 
and the many businesses who 
have gone out of their way to help 
us. 

The CREST Awards are here 
to stay and I am delighted 
to share a widely held view 
that they will have an 
increasing relevance to our 
community.

Terry Tidbury 
Managing Director, 

Woking News & Mail

Contents
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Awards timely in lead-up to 
climate change conference
THE Director of the Centre for Environment 
and Sustainability (CES) University of Surrey 
is delighted to be part of the inaugural 
CREST21 awards, on partnership with the 
Woking News & Mail.

Professor Angela Druckman said: “This 
is especially timely with the UN Climate 
Change Conference being hosted in the 
UK in November.

“CES strives to produce professionals 
who understand the diverse and 
challenging nature of sustainability and 
who are well placed to move the agenda 
forward in their respective industries.

“Helping to increase awareness and 
create opportunities to change business 
strategy and practices to deliver economic 
and environmental benefits to industry 
underpins the ethos of our centre. It’s 
the reason we place such value on this 
initiative.”

Prof Druckman also leads on education 
for sustainability for the university, chairing 
the Sustainability in the Curriculum 
Working Group and she is a member of 
the Executive Sustainability Steering Group. 
Having read engineering at the University 

of Cambridge, she is a chartered engineer, 
a status that she achieved through working 
in electronics research and development.

Her current research focuses on 
investigating avenues to more sustainable 
lifestyles, taking a holistic, systems-based 
approach that encompasses supply-chain 

analysis combined with understandings of 
individual and societal.

“I’m honoured to take on my role at 
CES during these challenging times,” said 
Prof Druckman. “Sustainability is becoming 
increasingly recognised as affecting 
everything we do in society.”

Excellence recognised around the world
THE Centre for Environment and 
Sustainability (CES) at the University 
of Surrey was founded in 1992 and is 
recognised globally for its excellence in 
research and teaching in sustainability. 

It maintains a strong focus on working 
with organisations to deliver real-world 
practical solutions to present and future 
sustainability challenges. 

Its research and teaching, including 
an innovative Practitioner Doctorate in 
Sustainability (PDS) programme, equips 
the next generation of sustainability 
professionals with the skills and experience 
needed to advance sustainability practice in 
a huge range of occupations and contexts. 

In addition to postgraduate research 
programmes, the centre offers a range 
of full-time and part-time Masters 
programmes and short continued 
professional development (CPD) training. 
All these opportunities are well suited 
to helping organisations integrate 

sustainability into their decision making, 
minimise their environmental impact and 
to contribute actively towards a global 
sustainable future.  

The centre’s sustainability staff have, for 
instance, diverse academic backgrounds in 
engineering, sociology, psychology, natural 
sciences, business studies and combine 
these with their specialist knowledge of 
sustainability.

Classes are enriched with masters’ 

students, research students and individuals 
from our business networks, ensuring 
dynamic interactions between students 
from different disciplines, backgrounds and 
experience. 

Additionally, the modules provided 
incorporate a host of external professional 
speakers from industry, government and 
NGOs to ensure teaching is practice-based 
and relevant.  

CES is delighted to be partnering the 
Woking News & Mail to launch CREST21 – 
Surrey’s first Sustainable Business Awards 
– to celebrate and support sustainable 
practice by Surrey’s business community. 

The awards will inspire and motivate 
more sustainable working and lifestyle 
habits in Surrey and, as part of our support 
for CREST21, the centre is looking forward  
to working with all category winners, who 
will receive  a Sustainability Consulting 
package and/or a sustainability CPD 
package from CES.

’

‘Sustainability 
is becoming 
increasingly 
recognised 
as affecting 
everything we 
do in society
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Awards have risen above 
setbacks of the pandemic
DURING the Spring of 2019, Carol 
Miller began to work on a project 
that she hoped would raise greater 
awareness of the importance of 
sustainability in business. As an 
active member of the local business 
community, she was aware of pockets 
of activity in this area by realised that 
they needed to be drawn together, by 
way of awards or celebration in Surrey.  

Carol, a former national newspaper 
journalist and a communications 
consultant who has worked for a 
number of years with the Woking News 
and Mail, approached the newspaper’s 
Managing Director, Terry Tidbury, about 
her idea. From this discussion the green 
shoots of a concept were developed.

As with most things, the questions 
were about who, how and how much 
would it cost to set up Surrey’s first 
dedicated sustainable business awards.  

Carol introduced Terry to Professor 
Richard Murphy who was the Director 
of the University’s Centre for the 
Environment and Sustainability (CES), 
an internationally acclaimed centre of 
excellence on sustainable development.  

The subject of sustainability is 
vast, and it was clear to all involved 
that the initial team could not cover 
everything from the outset. With 
Richard’s enthusiasm and expertise, 
it was possible to start to contemplate 
a framework for the awards, what they 
would look like and how the team could 
focus on a limited selection of categories.

Professor Murphy was able to commit 
the support of the university, including 
the prizes, and that gave the project the 
credibility crucial to drawing in support 

from sponsors and supporters alike. And 
at this point CES’s Deidre Richardson 
joined the CREST team.

Looking at examples of similar 
awards programmes from around the 
world, the team were able develop 
six categories together with a Judges 
Choice award. Thus, The Corporate 
Responsibility for the Environment and 
a Sustainable Tomorrow 2020 awards – 
CREST20 were born.

The original awards were scheduled 
for November 2020 and were to be 
held at WWF’s Living Planet Centre 
in Woking. This would allow enough 
time for the team time to set up the 
categories, secure sponsorship and 
develop the plan.   

From the outset, discussions with 
local councils, and a number of 
businesses known to be involved in 
sustainable practice, it was clear that 
CREST Awards were “just what business 
in Surrey needs”. The discussions and 
feedback were both enlightening and 
incredibly supportive.

With the generous support of Surrey 
County Council, CREST20 was ready to 
launch. And then came the Coronavirus 
pandemic. 

Initially, the launch was postponed, 
with the hope that it could still progress 
towards November 2020, but it soon 

became apparent that this would be 
impossible and CREST20 was cancelled.

CREST20 became CREST21. Despite the 
pandemic and lockdowns, the appetite 

Deidre Richardson joined the team when the 
University of Surrey committed its support.
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for these awards was significant, so the 
decision was taken to set a new date 
– 20 May 2021 for the event and they 
were renamed to CREST21. However, 
time was very tight, and businesses 
were, and still are, primarily focused on 
surviving the lockdowns. 

Consequently, the original list of 
six awards and judge’s choice was 
reduced to five and judge’s choice 
and sponsorship completed. Given the 
nature of the pandemic, CREST21 would 
become a hybrid event with presenters 
and speakers only at the venue while all 
other attendees would join online via a 
weblink. 

The launch was at the end of January 
2021 and this was supported by radio 
advertising, as well as promotion through 
the various chambers of commerce, the 
university and by local councils.

From a slow start, typical of many 
awards events, the level and quality of 
entries for the awards has been truly 
fantastic and we soon realised that 
judging these entries would be incredibly 

difficult. While judging proved to be 
challenging, that was the least of our 
worries when the awards suffered a 
further setback.

We learned just two months 
before the event that, due to the 
pandemic WWF, would not be able to 
accommodate CREST21. The awards 
had been launched and we found 
ourselves without a venue.  

But not for long. We are immensely 
grateful to The Lightbox in Woking, who 
stepped in at the 11th hour.  

Terry and the CREST21 team very 
much hope that every business that 
has entered the awards this year, our 
sponsors and supporters, and everyone 

else who has been involved enjoys 
the event and we look forward to an 
improved and enlarged CREST22 Awards 
in May 2022.

Many thanks to our supporters:
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Would you like funding to help 
make your business go green? 
Surrey County Council

THIS year, Surrey County Council will be 
launching LoCASE (Low Carbon Across 
the South and East), in partnership with 
neighbouring local authorities. The 
programme offers small and medium-sized 
businesses grants of up to £10,000, along 
with an environmental training scheme and 
events. 

The funding is available for businesses 
to implement energy efficiency measures, 
or business development for companies 
providing green services and advice. 
Support is also available to enable your 
business to operate in an environmentally 
friendly way. 

The grant can be up to 40% of the cost 
of the project, with the business expected 
to fund the rest. 

The LoCASE Programme brings together 
three key requirements for the growth 
of a low carbon economy – stimulating 
demand, supporting supply and 
transferring knowledge. Whether it be 
unlocking funding for an energy efficiency 
upgrade to your operations, to develop 
or improve your “green” product/service 
or simply assisting you to streamline or 

innovate, LoCASE is here to support your 
business.

The green economy in Surrey is growing 
and green job creation in the county is 
projected to be among the highest in 
England. The Council is committed to 
support the green growth and skills by 
supporting businesses to reduce carbon 
from their buildings and operations, saving 
money and reaching new customers.

For details on eligibility, please see the 
website. To register your interest early and 

get more information on the scheme, sign 
up to the newsletter www.surreycc.gov.
uk/people-and-community/climate-change/
businesses.

The LoCASE programme is supported 
by the European Regional Development 
Fund to provide a grant and free business 
support programme. 

The LoCASE programme is supported 
by the European Regional Development 
Fund to provide a grant and free business 
support programme. 

Going green helps preserve Surrey’s beautiful, diverse countryside.

Rural enterprises such as vineyards benefit from an unpolluted atmosphere.

Headline Sponsor
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Committed to maximum recycling
Chambers Group

CHAMBERS Waste 
Management is committed 
to following environmental 
best practice when handling 
waste. 

By maximising the 
recovery of reusable 
materials, the company 
minimises the volume sent 
to landfill, diverting away 
an average of 99% of all 
the materials handled at its 
recovery facilities in Slyfield, 
Aldershot and Runfold.

Its industry leading 
materials recovery facility at 
Slyfield, near Guildford, is 
where it focuses exclusively 
on the environmentally 
responsible disposal of 
commercial and construction refuse. 
Materials that cannot be recycled are used 
for refuse-derived fuel (RDF) to produce 
green energy.

The Chambers priority is to ensure that 
we as a company and our customers are 
disposing of waste in the most sustainable 
way possible. Its team will always ensure 
that customers have the information 
and advice they need to comply with the 
law and good environmental practice, 
offering a service that suits their specific 
requirements.

For commercial customers, the company 
supply monthly reports showing how 
much of each waste stream has been 
successfully recycled. This helps them 
document their activities to ensure that 
they comply with relevant legislation. It can 
also support their application for relevant 
accreditation.

“It has never been more important 
for businesses to commit to sustainable 
practices, to decrease waste and reduce 
their carbon footprint,” said Peter 
Chambers, Chairman and Managing 
Director at Chambers Runfold PLC and 
Chambers Waste Management PLC.

“We will always look for innovative 
ways to make environmentally friendly 
choices within our organisation and wider 
community because being responsible 
about dealing with waste in a sustainable 
way, now and into the future, makes both 
economic al and ecological sense.”

Sustainability Hero Award Sponsor

chambers-group.co.uk01483 504 595

Free
Business waste 

audits

98%
Recycling 

rate

Best Price
Domestic and Commercial Skip Hire

Contact us today

Eco-friendly waste management, 
recycling and aggregates
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Focus on making a positive impact
Kier Highways

Going Circular Award Sponsor

Bernard Hodgkinson, General Manager, Kier Highways.

KIER is one of the UK’s largest 
highways service providers, 
working with a wide range 
of partners from key central 
organisations like Highways 
England and Transport for 
London, through to local 
authorities, who are collectively 
responsible for the roads we travel 
on.

For more than 90 years, Kier 
has helped clients to deliver 
a variety of road, bridge and 
tunnel projects, and has handled 
everything from planning, 
programming and delivery of 
major road schemes to routine 
maintenance and operation.

Kier proudly focuses on 
research and collaboration with 
stakeholders to find innovative 
solutions which improve our roads 
and make a positive impact on 

local communities.
Kier Highways is proud to 

sponsor the CREST21 Going 
Circular Award. The company 
is committed to reducing the 
impact on the environment and 
communities wherever it operates. 
That includes challenging the way 
we use natural resources, and 
implementing solutions that create 
less waste, generate less carbon 
and make better use of materials.

The General Manager of Kier 
Highways, Bernard Hodgkinson, 
said: “With so much of what we 
use today being seen as ‘one 
use’ or ‘throw away’, it’s great to 
see an initiative in Surrey that is 
recognising efforts that will reduce 
our consumption of precious 
resources, and help to support 
and sustain the local and wider 
economy.”
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www.planetwoking.co.uk 

Climate change is a global issue 
but one that can be tackled locally
Planet Woking

PLANET Woking was launched in 
September 2020 to raise awareness of local 
action being taken by Woking Borough 
Council and its partners to meet their 
carbon neutral goals.

But Planet Woking also aims to inspire 
and encourage you – the local community 
–  to join it and continue to play your part 
in looking after our environment.

A lot of what it has achieved already is 
thanks to partnership working with key 
stakeholders, commercial partners and 
community volunteers to meet common 
environmental goals. 

Planet Woking wants to inspire local 
residents, schools and businesses and 
enable them to play their part in enhancing 
the sustainability of the borough to get 
involved and continue to make positive 

changes to live a greener, more sustainable 
life.

The Planet Woking website has a range 
of case studies, articles and videos designed 
to engage local people and organisations. 
There is also information and activities to 
inspire your younger family members on 

the site’s Little Planet Woking pages. Make 
sure you join in next live webinar – check 
out the Events section of the website to 
find out more. 

Keep up to date with all the latest Planet 
Woking news, such as its involvement in 
Hedgehog Awareness Week, No Mow 
May and the Great British Spring Clean by 
following the organisation on Instagram, 
Facebook and its website,  
www.planetwoking.co.uk.

And for younger audiences there’s a 
dedicated section of the website called 
Little Planet Woking.

There is no Planet B, so let’s work 
together to secure the future of our 
borough by taking action to address 
climate change locally. We all have a part 
to play to look after “Planet Woking”.

Transforming Food Award Sponsor
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ÂEfficiency Champion
Mesh Energy
Mesh Energy, founded by low-energy expert Doug Johnson, is an independent energy consultancy helping architects, homeowners, and 
commercial clients to create low-energy buildings from first principles and integrate appropriate sustainable energy solutions. 

Pennypot Day Nursery
The nursery opened in 2004, powered by electricity from renewable sources. It was among the first to join a disposable nappy waste 
collection and recycling service. Its general waste is collected by specialists who sort it for recycling or energy from waste processes.

Tannery Studios
Tannery Studios is a hub for creative businesses providing flexible office and studio rental space with an urban feel in a riverside location.  
It hosts modern shared facilities with an on-site video studio with green screen for creating and editing video content.

ÂTransforming Food
Binary Botanicals
Good Living Brew Co is a brewing and fermenting company that makes Binary Botanicals beer. Its philosophy is to live lighter, to eat and 
drink lighter, to prioritise light moments with friends and family and to tread lightly minimising, its impact on the planet.

Eden Greens – Urban Farm
Eden Greens started as an initiative for sustainable, fresh and indoor grown produce. It is a family run urban farm specialising in growing 
microgreens to create delicious and nutritious salads for the local community. It takes pride in not using harmful chemicals.

HOP
HOP’s mission is to revolutionise the nutritional quality and sustainability of the food and drink it produces. It does this by using edible 
insects in its products, namely crickets, which provide huge health benefits whilst requiring a fraction of the resources to produce.

ÂGoing Circular
Bare + Fair
Bare + Fair is Woking’s first zero waste and refill shop, offering a wide range of eco-friendly refillables, sustainable home goods and 
friendly advice on greener living. Now online as well as in-store, it runs an exclusive circular home delivery service for residents.

Instant Swim
Instant Swim is a training swimwear business that creates swimwear from recycled ocean waste. The material used to make its swimsuits 
is made from ocean and landfill waste, such as industrial plastic, fabric scraps and “ghost nets” (lost or abandoned fishing nets).

Silent Pool Distillers
The company’s distillers carefully select the essential ingredients for their artisan products, sourcing locally where possible. Silent Pool Gin 
is entirely crafted within the walls of the company’s distillery, and even the bottling takes place on site.

ÂSustainability Impact
Mesh Energy
Mesh Energy, founded by low-energy expert Doug Johnson, is an independent energy consultancy helping architects, homeowners, and 
commercial clients to create low-energy buildings from first principles and integrate appropriate sustainable energy solutions.

Pennypot Day Nursery
The nursery, which has a target of net-zero emissions by 2030, is seeking to reduce carbon emissions associated with its operation and is 
also looking at the impact of staff and parents in accessing that provision, seeking to invest in projects tackling climate change.

REDBOX
The REDBOX Group has been providing ethical and sustainable interiors, office supplies and print solutions to its partners for more than 
30 years. It became a certified B Corporation in 2020, providing it with a structure to achieve its future aspirations.

ÂResilience in Crisis
Plant Passion
At the start of lockdown in 2020, the company had just had its best-ever Mother’s Day flower season, but bookings for its workshops 
and events had to be cancelled. It quickly switched to selling on social media and managed to increase sales and find new customers.

Silent Pool Distillers
When the COVID-19 crisis began, the business switched to converting its stocks of alcohol to a World Health Organisation-approved 
hand sanitiser. It donated as many bottles as it could to members of the community and local organisations.

Surrey Care Trust
During the lockdowns, the trust continued to support its vulnerable clients despite its income being slashed by more than a third within a 
month. It helped them with their mental health and social isolation, to access basic supplies and keep up with their education.

The Shortlisted Finalists
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The CREST21 Business Awards
Thursday 20 May 2021
Â Welcome and introductions by Terry Tidbury, Woking News & Mail Managing Director, 
and Ian Christie of the Centre for Environment and Sustainability.

Â Efficiency Champion Award – Sponsored by Holdsway 
Videos of shortlisted finalists, followed an introduction by the sponsors and presentation to the 
winner.

Â Sustainability Impact Award – Sponsored by Kier 
Videos of shortlisted finalists, followed an introduction by the sponsors and presentation to the 
winner.

Â Presentation by Headline Sponsor – Surrey County Council’s Executive Director for 
Environment Transport and Infrastructure, Katie Stewart.

Â Transforming Food Award – Sponsored by Planet Woking 
Videos of shortlisted finalists, followed an introduction by the sponsors and presentation to the 
winner.

Â  Going Circular Award – Sponsored by Kier 
Videos of shortlisted finalists, followed an introduction by the sponsors and presentation to the 
winner.

Â Presentation by Keynote Speaker – Joanna Yarrow, sustainability adviser and former 
IKEA Head of Sustainable and Healthy Living, on strategy, advocacy, communication, 
engagement and sustainable living.

Â Resilience in Crisis Award – Jointly sponsored by Woking News & Mail and the Centre 
for Environment & Sustainability, University of Surrey 
Videos of shortlisted finalists, followed an introduction by the sponsors and presentation to the 
winner.

Â Presentation by McLaren Automotive’s Executive Director of Purchasing, Commercial, 
Government Affairs & Legal, Ruth Nic Aoidh.

Â Sustainability Hero Award – Sponsored by Chambers Group 
Videos of shortlisted finalists, followed an introduction by the sponsors and presentation to the 
winner.

Â Closing summary and thanks to our supporters and sponsors.

Â Ends.

Awards Ceremony Schedule
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Specialist in sustainable, healthy lifestyles
Joanna Yarrow MA Oxon, MProf
CREST21 Awards is delighted to have 
Joanna Yarrow as its inaugural keynote 
speaker Joanna Yarrow, former Head 
of Sustainable and Healthy Living at 
IKEA, became something of a household 
name when she presented a number of 
TV programmes focused on protecting 
the environment, including the BBC’s 
Outrageous Wasters.

Joanna specialises in making sustainable, 
healthy lifestyles attractive and accessible 
through transformational business as well 
as consultancy, broadcasting, writing and 
practical projects.

In 2001 she co-founded sustainability 
company Beyond Green, leading a 
portfolio of strategy, development and 
communications projects for clients 
including Audi, the Premier League and 
P&G, the London 2012 Olympic Games 
and various UK cities.

As Head of Sustainability for IKEA 
UK and Ireland from 2013, she led the 
integration of sustainability into business 
growth, positioning, engagement and 
innovation, pioneering the award-winning 
Live LAGOM sustainable living engagement 
programme. 

Then from 2017, as IKEA’s Global Head 
of Sustainable and Healthy Living, she led 

the company’s work to make sustainable 
and healthy living affordable, attractive and 
accessible for as many people as possible 
worldwide, with the goal to inspire and 
enable a billion people to live better lives 
within the limits of the planet by 2030.

She has presented TV programmes 
written books – including 1,001 Ways 
You Can Save the Planet, How to Reduce 
Your Carbon Footprint & Eco-logical! – 
and fronted consumer behaviour-change 
campaigns including the Ariel/Energy 
Saving Trust energy and water-saving 
campaigns and the Future Friendly Awards, 
focusing on making sustainable living 

mainstream.
Joanna is now Campaigns Director 

for Human Nature – a campaigning 
development company creating places that 
inspire and enable people to live healthy, 
sustainable lives. She works with a team 
of experts to rethink where we live and 
how we live for the benefit of current 
and future generations, designing and 
developing some of the UK’s most forward-
thinking places as a catalyst to mainstream 
sustainable living.

She also works on a portfolio of bespoke 
strategy, advocacy, communication 
and engagement assignments helping 
organisations across sectors to accelerate 
the transition to radical sustainability.

Joanna studied Human Sciences (MA) 
at Oxford University and has a Masters in 
Leadership for Sustainable Development 
from Forum for the Future. She received 
an honorary doctorate from Staffordshire 
University in recognition of her work on 
sustainability and climate change.

She loves yoga, swimming (outdoors 
if possible), growing veg (indoors if 
necessary) and composing eccentric 
children’s stories. Joanna doesn’t have a 
car, or a driving licence, but picks up speed 
on her electric cargo bike.

Keynote Speaker

A career around sustainable development
Ian Christie, senior lecturer at the Centre for Environment and Sustainability

IAN Christie is a senior lecturer at the Centre 
for Environment and Sustainability in Surrey. 
He is knowledge exchange co-ordinator 
for CUSP (Centre for the Understanding of 
Sustainable Prosperity).

Ian has been at the University of Surrey 
since 2011, teaching and researching 
sustainable development. His interests are 
mainly in the political economy and ethics 
of sustainability – values and behavioural 
change in households, communities and 
large organisations and policymaking for 
sustainability. 

He has worked in various roles on CUSP’s 
precursor programmes led by Prof Tim 
Jackson – RESOLVE and the Sustainable 
Lifestyles Research Group. 

His earlier career included senior roles 
in think tanks (Demos and Policy Studies 
Institute), in business (Henley Centre 
for Forecasting) and in central and local 
government. Ian worked independently 
as a sustainability adviser from 1999 to 
2011, with clients including government 
departments, think tanks, the Church of 
England, the Environment Agency and 
Natural England. 

He is an associate or trustee of several 
organisations concerned with sustainability, 
environmental policy and public engagement 
in policymaking and ethics, including the 
Green Alliance, Involve, Foundation for 
Democracy and Sustainable Development, 
New Economics Foundation and Theos.

Speaker
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Key role in county’s environment strategy
Katie Stewart, Surrey County Council’s  
Executive Director for Environment, Transport and Infrastructure
KATIE Stewart has responsibility for 
highways, waste, countryside estate and 
green infrastructure, climate change, major 
infrastructure and planning. 

She is also the county council’s corporate 
lead for resilience and for equalities, 
diversity and inclusion. She has 14 years 
of local government experience, previously 
having served as a Director for Environment 
Planning and Enforcement at Kent County 
Council, and economic development roles 
at City of York Council and Leeds City 
Region Partnership. 

She has a passion for physical activity, 
and brings this passion to her day job 
– finding ways of encouraging active 
environments and for colleagues to 
be as active as possible as part of their 
working weeks. She is an amateur runner, 
and when not running around nearby 
Richmond Park, is found running around 
after her two-year old son.

On 9 July 2019, Surrey County Council 

declared a climate emergency and 
committed to work with partners to agree 
the county’s collective response. Katie has 
a key role in this project, which will include 
a strategy for becoming carbon neutral as 
early as possible. As part of this, the council 
has committed to planting 1.2million trees 

– one for every Surrey resident – by 2030.
The impact will be realised over a 

number of years, following the planting 
of the first batch of trees in March 2020 
and the benefits will increase as the trees 
mature. As trees are one of the most 
effective ways of removing carbon dioxide 
from the atmosphere, this will play an 
important part in supporting Surrey’s 
ambition to become carbon neutral.

Trees also have a major role in reducing 
the impacts of climate change, including 
providing shade, cooling urban heat 
islands, and reducing flooding. Further 
benefits include supporting wildlife 
and biodiversity and the role of trees in 
improving air quality.

“Every single person at Surrey County 
Council has a unique opportunity to make 
Surrey a better place to live, whether it’s 
by protecting people from harm, making 
Surrey’s roads safer or conserving our 
beautiful countryside,” said Katie.

Speaker
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Specialist in sustainable, healthy lifestyles
Ruth Nic Aoidh, Executive Director of Purchasing, SQA, Commercial, 
Government Affairs and Legal at McLaren Automotive

RUTH joined McLaren Group in 2009 as 
a legal adviser, rising through the ranks 
to become an executive director in 2014 
and now oversees Purchasing, SQA, 
Commercial, Government Affairs and 
Legal. 

She plays a pivotal role in strategic 
and commercial affairs across McLaren 
Automotive, as well as managing all 
government engagement and corporate 
governance for the brand across the 
globe.

Ruth is a member of the executive 
board, shaping and influencing the 
future strategy of the Woking-based 
automotive manufacturer, including 
their commitment to using ground-
breaking innovation to achieve a minimal 
environmental footprint and maximum 
social impact. 

She also sits on the board of directors 
acting as company secretary.

Ruth graduated from University 
College Dublin with a Bachelor of 
Laws and Master of Laws, and holds 
other post-graduate and professional 

qualifications from De Montfort 
University, The Law Society of Ireland 
and The Law Society of England and 
Wales.

Speaker

Surrey’s countryside benefits from environmental responsibility
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Providers of inspiring leadership
Holdsway

HOLDSWAY is a proud sponsor of the 
CREST21 Awards, Surrey’s first sustainable 
business awards, because they represent 
our community’s determination to 
influence and lead positive change which 
can have an impact on a global scale,” 
said Nick Diprose, founding partner of 
one of the UK’s top interim management 
recruiters. 

“Efficiency for most aspirational 
companies is critical to their long-term 
success and this requires effective change 
management. We set up Holdsway with 
the single aim of helping businesses access 
instant leadership experience to enable the 
delivery of change, growth and efficiency.”

He added that many companies have 
the ambition, but not the expertise, to 
deliver important changes and efficiencies 
quickly. Holdsway enables companies to 
hire “heavyweight” experience on an 
assignment basis, a short-term hire with 
long-term, highly cost-effective benefits.

“Through building strong, long-term 
relationships with some of the UK’s best 
interim executives, we’re able to match 
them accurately to companies who need 
to hire change experts rapidly,” said Nick. 
“We’re totally committed to making sure 

clients hire the right interim, 
first time. Sustainable 
relationships mean a 
sustainable future.

“Expertly selected and 
rigorously benchmarked, 
our interim executives have 
helped deliver and accelerate 
significant efficiencies across 
all sectors of the economy, 
from fundraising to health 
and social care, food 
production to pharmaceutical 
manufacture and distribution 
to name a few.

“Interim executives 
inspire through positive 

and courageous leadership, engaging 
people to deliver sustainable change for 
good. We think that the founders of these 
awards and those who take part deserve 
every recognition and support for their 
inspirational leadership too.”

EXPERT  

GAME  

CHANGERS

HOLDSWAY

Good luck to everyone taking 
part in the CREST21 Awards, 
Surrey’s first sustainable 
business awards.

Holdsway is one of the UK’s highest-rated recruiters of interim executives. We’re award-winning 
in the South of England, with an extensive network of proven, benchmarked change leaders 
available instantly to help companies accelerate all types of change. 

Our interim executives are proven catalysts for improved business efficiency. They lead 
and influence change in ambitious, growing companies, giving them immediate access to 
experience of implementing more efficient ways of running businesses. 

Interim executives inspire through positive and courageous leadership, engaging people to 
deliver change for good. We call them Expert Game Changers.

We think that the founders of these awards and those who take part deserve every recognition 
and support – they are game changers too!

CONTACT: Nick Diprose/Mary Murphy, Floor 2, Export House, Wolsey Walk, Woking, Surrey, GU21 6QX
T: +44(0)20 3053 4438  |  E: clients@holdsway.co.uk  |  www.holdsway.co.uk

F O L L O W  U S

Efficiency Champion Award Sponsor

Holdsway partners Nick Diprose and Mary Murphy.
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Helping find innovative solutions
Kier Highways

Sustainability Impact Award Sponsor

Kier Highways Advert 2 - Crest Awards 2021.indd   1Kier Highways Advert 2 - Crest Awards 2021.indd   1 07/05/2021   13:13:0107/05/2021   13:13:01

James Birch, Managing Director for Kier Highways 
Local Authority Business.

KIER is one of the UK’s largest 
highways service providers, working 
with a wide range of partners 
from key central organisations like 
Highways England and Transport 
for London, through to local 
authorities, who are collectively 
responsible for the roads we travel 
on.

For more than 90 years, Kier has 
helped clients to deliver a variety of 
road, bridge and tunnel projects, 
and has handled everything from 
planning, programming and delivery 
of major road schemes to routine 
maintenance and operation.

Kier proudly focuses on research 
and collaboration with stakeholders 
to find innovative solutions 
which improve our roads and 
make a positive impact on local 
communities.

Kier Highways is proud to sponsor 

the Crest 21 Sustainability Impact 
Award. The company is committed 
to developing sustainable 
communities through its policies, 
strategies and investment in 
community skills, infrastructure and 
local and economic development in 
Surrey. It delivers this through the 
partnerships in which it works, the 
commitment and dedication of our 
people and its local supply chain 
partners.

The Managing Director of 
Local Highways at Kier Highways, 
James Birch, said: “Sustainability is 
embedded into the way we work 
at Kier. Our practices support 
sustainable materials, energy, water, 
biodiversity, skills and social impact. 

“We are delighted to embrace 
and promote organisations who 
share our passion and commitment 
for sustainable communities.”
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Support prompted by positive 
outcomes in face of adversity
Woking News & Mail and the Centre For Environment and Sustainability

Resilience in Crisis Award Sponsors
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WOKING voters today get the chance to have their

say in local elections that were delayed for a year

by the pandemic.
They will be voting for one councillor in each of

the 10 borough wards – Woking Borough Council

has been in no overall control, and even a relatively

small number of gains or losses today could change

the balance of power – as well as seven county
council wards and the Surrey Police and Crime

Commissioner.
A total of 76 candidates are standing; 40 in the

borough elections, 31 in the county polls and five

competing for the PCC job.
The borough and county elections are “first past

the post” contests with the candidate gaining the

most votes declared the winner.

PCCs are decided by a supplementary vote
system in which voters indicate their second choice

in addition to their favoured candidate. The two

who gain the most first choice votes are then
allocated the second choices and the winner is the

one with the highest number of first and second

choice votes. 
In most years, results of local elections are

announced by early afternoon on the day after the

votes are cast. This year the county and borough

council votes will begin to be counted tomorrow

afternoon (7 May) with declarations expected in

the late afternoon or early evening.
The votes for PCC will be counted on Saturday

morning with the first round expected to be
announced around 1.30pm and the second and

final one by 4.30pm. The result will formally be

announced by Runnymede borough council on
Sunday.

If the results are very close, one or more recounts

can be made, which could further delay the
declaration of the winner.

All the results will be posted on the borough council

website, www.woking.gov.uk/elections-and-voting/

elections, which has useful information for voters.

Coronavirus safety measures will be in place at

polling stations, with voters asked to wear a face

covering and bring their own pen or pencil.
Voters should have received a poll card, which

contains their polling station. This should be
checked as polling stations might have changed

since the last election.

Gang of young men

brawl in street
POLICE are appealing for  information
about a mass fight in Waterers Park,
Knaphill, that led to armed officers
being sent to the area.

The incident happened on Wednesday
last week (28 April) at around 6pm,
when several people called police to re-
port a group of young men fighting and
then running away.

A police spokesman said: “There were
also reports of weapons being used and
it is believed that a few of the men in-
volved may have received injuries.

“When officers, including armed offi-
cers, arrived, the group had already dis-
persed.”

Detective Constable Kerry Plumb
said: “This sort of behaviour will not be
tolerated and we are taking this report
very seriously. 

“We would like to speak to anyone
who saw anything, or has any informa-
tion about this fight that may be useful
to our investigation. 

“If you were driving through the area
at the time and have any dash cam
footage of the incident or of the young
men running from the park, please do
get in touch with us.”
� IF you have any information
about the incident, contact Surrey
Police by calling 101 or visiting 
surrey.police.uk, quoting reference
PR/45210043780, You can also 
contact Crimestoppers anonymously
by calling 0800 555 111.

Bomb squad called
to suspect device
BOMB disposal experts were called out
to heathland at Lightwater to deal with
what was thought to be a live Second
World War explosive device.

Nearby Red Road was closed by po-
lice and the area cordoned off at around
5.40pm on Sunday, following the dis-
covery by a member of the public.

A Surrey Police spokesman said:
“Specialists were called to deal with the
device, which was confirmed to be a
training device, very similar in appear-
ance to a live bomb. The road and the
area were then reopened.”

Small change at polls could tip balance of power on borough council

� by Rob Searle

AN ESTATE of 128 homes is being planned at

Brookwood by Woking Borough Council’s arms-

length housing-development company.
Thameswey Developments has applied for permis-

sion to build on five acres of land between Brook-

wood Lye Road and the railway line, near the

Brookwood Crossroads junction with the A322

Bagshot Road.
If approved, half the homes will be in the “afford-

able” category – 44 at social housing rents and 20 for

sale at below market-value prices. 
There will be 34 two-bedroom houses, 17 three-bed-

room and five four-bedroom, along with 48 two-bed-

room and 24 one-bedroom flats. Some of the smaller

homes for sale will have roof spaces designed for

adding living space without the need to build an ex-

tension.
Most of the site was previously the Coblands cash

and carry horticultural nursery, and Thameswey is

proposing to demolish four houses and their outbuild-

ings on the land and use the area between the Five

Acres mobile home site and the railway.
The land has been allocated for housing in the coun-

cil’s development plan for the years 2022 to 2027. It

is a brownfield – previously developed – site in the

Green Belt but Thameswey says there are special cir-

cumstances for building on it because this will save

using the countryside for housing.
Consultation on the plan closed at the end of April,

with only one public comment being made to the

council. Guy Cosnahan, from Mayford, says only 128

parking places are being planned for 128 homes,

whereas the Government advises that the average UK

house has 1.2 cars. 
“In reality, each owner-occupied unit needs two

spaces, otherwise the estate will be designed to create

friction between neighbours in the future,” he has told

the council.
The plan is targeted to be discussed by the borough

planning committee in July.

DEVELOPMENT PLANS  – An artist’s impression of how the estate planned for Brookwood Lye will look

‘Affordable’ homes to make
up half of new development
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n by Rob Searle  
HUNDREDS of daffodils planted around West End have been dam-aged by local authority contractors and gas company workers – result-ing in one of the culprits promising to pay more than £10,000 to make up for its negligence. 

Many thousands of the flowers were put in by volunteers from West End Village Society over several years, to brighten up verges and open spaces in the spring.  
Mowing contractors Sodexo cut down emerging leaves in February last year, resulting in year-long negotia-tions with the company and Surrey Heath Borough Council to obtain com-pensation. 

The planting initiative has been led by Ravi Raveendran, who said: “The dialogue culminated with a meeting in March where Sodexo agreed to settle the cost of remedial work for the per-manent damage they caused.  “I estimated it will cost £10,700 to replant the areas in question. I am 

pleased to say that we have now re-ceived the money and we’ll get a con-tactor to replant the areas in the autumn.” 
Ravi said the contractor that re-placed Sodexo last year, Glendale, had also damaged daffodils in several places with its first cut of the year, in March. “Their manager has agreed to replant the areas in the autumn so let’s hope that they keep their word,” he added. 

He is also negotiating the remedial work to be done by Cadent. Its workers stored materials and equipment on planted verges in Guildford Road, at its junction with Brentmoor Road and at the Gordon Boys Roundabout, while working on a gas main. “The flowers were in bloom, so it was easy to see the areas damaged,” said Ravi. “Cadent is offering to re-plant a fraction of the area that was jointly agreed with their contract man-ager. I have asked for another site meeting and am waiting to hear from them.” 
More damage was done in Benner 

Lane by county council contractor Murrill Construction, which used grass verges for storage while relaying pave-ments. 
Ravi said remedial work and replant-ing was agreed with the site manager in February, but that person had moved on and the company was now denying responsibility. “I am going to have to contact the county council to resolve the dispute,” he said. A Cadent spokesman told the News & Mail: “We have been in discussions with Mr Raveendran and are proposing that we replace the daffodil bulbs with the highest quality bulbs. We will also pay for the gardener to replace the bulbs in the right season, for the area where we caused damage only. “If any damage is done to grass verges, pathways etc we always want to restore the affected area to its origi-nal state, if not better. We are happy to continue discussions and hope our pro-posed remedy will be acceptable.” Murrill Construction was asked for a comment but had not replied at the time of going to press.

Hundreds of daffodils are damaged by contractors
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THE appeal against refusal of permission for a housing estate on disused horticultural land in Chobham is to be held online later this month. 
A planning inspector will listen to the cases for and against building 30 homes at the former Mincing Lane Nursery via a hearing on Microsoft Teams. The plans were turned down by Surrey Heath Council in the autumn of 2019, on the grounds that there were no special circumstances for allowing development on a Green Belt site. 

The estate is the initiative of Bioregional Homes, which specialises in providing affordable, eco-friendly community-led housing. It says the land should be treated as a rural exception site. Bioregional set up a community land trust, Sustaining Chobham, and has involved around 30 local people in designing the estate. It would have 22 affordable, below market price, homes and eight to be sold on the open market. 
Sustaining Chobham is leading the appeal, which starts at 10am on Tuesday 25 May and is scheduled to last two days. Those wanting to take part must have access to the Teams software on a computer, tablet or smartphone, but evidence can also be given by telephone if preferred. To take part, email inspector Neale Oliver on east2planninginspectorate. gov.uk or call 0303 444 5632. For advice on downloading and using Teams, visit www.support.office.com. 

Garden open for charity  
 

BLUEBELLS are a stunning feature in a 16-acre garden at Chobham that is open to the public on Sunday from 11am to 3pm, with the entry fees going to charity. 
Azaleas are also coming into flower at Timber Hill, the home of Nick and Lavinia Sealey in Chertsey Road, near Fairoaks Airport. Visitors must book a slot on the National Garden Scheme website, www.ngs.org.uk. Alternatively, a slot can be reserved by calling 01932 873875 by Saturday evening.

Homes appeal  
to be held online
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THE Conservative Party retained both county council seats in the Surrey Heath villages at last week’s elections, with com-fortable victories for its candidates. Richard Tear topped the poll in the Bagshot, Windlesham and Chobham divi-sion with 1,633 votes, followed by Inde-pendent Victoria Wheeler with 1,326. Liberal Democrat Richard Wilson took third place with 1,087, Labour’s Andrew Quinn was fourth on 298 and Samantha Goggin of Reform UK fifth on 130. Rebecca Jennings-Evans – already a borough and parish councillor – won the Lightwater, West End and Bagshot seat with 1,938 votes, with Liz Noble of the Liberal Democrats second on 1,416. Lightwater’s Green Party borough and parish councillor Sharon Galliford came third on 386 and Independent borough and parish councillor Graham Alleway fourth with 364. Reform UK’s Peter Appleford was fifth on 81 and the Trade Unionist and Socialist Coalition candidate came sixth with 20 votes. 
Mr Tear told the News & Mail: “I look forward very much to working with bor-ough and parish councillors in Surrey Heath and hope to forge good working re-lationships with them.  “Getting in contact with the village  societies is also high on my list of priori-ties. 

“Victoria Wheeler, who I met recently, is a very strong advocate for Chobham as well as being a very strong opponent in the recent election. I look forward in particular to working with her.” Mrs Jennings-Evans has said she will focus her county council work on invest-ment in highways infrastructure, protecting green spaces and in increasing mental health provision. 
The Liberal Democrats failed to retain the Bagshot seat in last week’s Surrey Heath Council by-election, which was won by local pub manager Mark Gordon on 1,225 votes for the Conservatives. Lib Dem Richard Wilson was second, on 1,038.  

The borough council now has 17 Con-servatives, nine Lib Dems, six Indepen-dents, two Greens and one Labour member. 

Comfortable wins  for Tories in county council election
VILLAGE councillors and volunteers put on their wellies and donned hi-vis vests for a spring-clean session in Chobham on  Sunday morning. 

Led by parish council chairman Les Coombs and with Surrey Heath Mayor Pat Tedder in the working party, they washed and brushed up the railings alongside the Leat stream in High Street. Two years’ worth of grime was cleaned off, litter and dead leaves were also picked up and drains cleared of debris to help prevent puddles forming in the road. To further enhance the notable village feature alongside the road, the team planted colourful kingcups on the edge of the stream. 
Pictured are some of people involved in the spring clean – Cllr Coombs is front, first left, and Cllr Tedder back, second left. 

Councillors at work
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THE Liberal Democrats have rejected a chal-

lenge by the ruling Conservatives to take over 

leadership of Woking Borough Council after 

last week’s local election results. 

The Conservatives now have 13 councillors, the 

Lib Dems 12, Labour three and the Independents 

two. 
Ayesha Azad, who took over as Tory group and 

council leader seven months ago, said it was time 

for the opposition to step up; to take control of the 

executive committee and council companies and 

implement the manifesto on which they had been 

elected.  
“The message from voters is clear,” Cllr Azad 

said. “They want to see change and I do not want 

to try to stand in the way of that. The opposition 

shouldn’t either.  

“I became leader of the council in October and 

since then I’ve changed the council’s course away 

from expensive projects and development deals to-

wards resident engagement and openness and 

transparency.  
“But I accept we’ve not been able to do enough 

in that time to convince people. That’s our failure; 

not theirs and I am quite clear on that.” 

Ann-Marie Barker, the Lib Dem leader, said she 

was not surprised by Cllr Azad’s approach. 

“There’s quite a lot of mess to clear up such as 

the overspend on Victoria Square,” Cllr Barker 

said. “An awful lot of borrowing has been done 

and the car parking revenue is going to be mas-

sively down.” 
She said there was likely to be a lot of disruption 

from the Victoria Arch widening project. 

“Cllr Azad may feel this is a good opportunity 

to butt things over to us and abscond responsibility, 

hoping to take back control next year [after the 

next local elections in May].” 

Cllr Barker said there was a similar situation in 

2006-07 when the Lib Dems ran the council for 

about a year. 
“When issues came up, they threw everything 

at us. They are very different in opposition than 

when they are in control,” Cllr Barker said. 

She said that the Tories should continue to lead 

the council as the largest party. 

“It is very difficult to do it as a minority group. 

We have a good relationship with Labour and the 

Independents but there are areas where we don’t 

agree, and it would be difficult to pull that together 

in a short time.” 

Cllr Barker said the Lib Dems have been pro-

gressing at elections over the past three years and 

hoped to become the largest group at the local 

elections next year. 
Cllr Azad reiterated that the Lib Dems should 

take the chance to deliver the pledges they made 

during the election campaign – but if they were not 

willing to lead the council, she was willing to go 

into a coalition leadership. 

Cllr Barker said the Lib Dems have previously 

rejected similar offers, including approaches to in-

dividual members of the group to sit on the council 

executive. 
“This is something I will need to discuss with 

other members of the group. Our past approach is 

likely to be the same in future,” she said. 

lLOCAL election results, pages 14-18. 

Lib Dems reject challenge to 

take over council leadership
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AN INSPIRATIONAL book organised by the 

Duchess of Cambridge has brought comfort to a 

local family who have suffered trauma during 

the pandemic. 
Hold Still is a collection of portraits submitted 

by people around the county taken during May 

and June last year and around the themes of 

“helpers and heroes”, “your new normal” and 

“acts of kindness.” 
Available to buy with half the proceeds going 

to the mental health charity Mind, 150 copies 

have been hidden at various spots around the 

country. 
The copies were hidden by the Duchess, people 

who took part in the book and members of The 

Book Fairies, a literary movement which urges 

readers to share books which they have read and 

enjoyed by leaving them in public spaces for  

others to find. One was placed at the Brookwood 

American Cemetery and found by Woking  

resident Katie Terry and her father. 

“It was a lovely surprise to see the book and 

then to open the ribbon to find the note from 

HRH The Duchess of Cambridge,” Katie said. 

“It had further significance to us, as my family 

has been through a lot of trauma recently. 

“My dear mum has been in hospital since  

18 December with an infection and COVID, but 

she, incredibly, fought against it, enduring a 

three-week induced coma and she is now making 

good progress and rehabilitating in order to be 

able to come home soon.  

“Dad was able to have his first official visit 

with her on Thursday, which was wonderful. It 

has been a long and difficult journey, but Mum 

is on the road to recovery, and we have felt very 

supported through the care and prayers of 

friends. For both Dad and I, it really did feel like 

a beautiful big hug and a godsend finding this 

wonderful book.” 
Katie said her father has shown the book to 

her mother in hospital. 

“She thought it was lovely and agreed with me 

that it was almost like it was meant to be. 

“I am looking forward to sharing the book 

with the rest of the family over the forthcoming 

days, and to then leaving it in a poignant place 

for it to be found and enjoyed by someone else, 

and they too can be blessed by the real and 

heartwarming images and to know that there is 

still hope, even in the midst of such a difficult 

year.”  
l THE book is available via the books section of 

www.npgshop.org.uk.

Book organised by Duchess is ‘godsend’ to family hit hard by pandemic

COMFORTING – The book Hold Still was found at the  

Brookwood American Cemetery; right, the message 

from HRH The Duchess of Cambridge 
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THE Resilience in Crisis Award is being 
presented to a business or organisation 
in recognition of its quick business 
pivot to survive the upheavals of the 
Covid-19 pandemic by making positive 
environmental or social outcomes.

As CREST21 Awards founders, 
the News & Mail with our partners 
University of Surrey’s Centre for 
Environment and Sustainability (CES), 
realised there was a need for such 
a category, having faced individual 
challenges, as a media outlet and 
academic institution, as well as through 
the awards.

Redesigned and redeveloped under 
the new title of CREST21 Business 
Awards, we felt driven to sponsor the 
new category ourselves.

“This new award is very welcome 
in the second year of the pandemic,” 

said Ian Christie, Senior Lecturer, Social 
Science of Sustainable Development.

“It’s right to recognise the importance 
of agility and resilience in business in 
the face of a crisis. Enterprises that can 
help us recover in green and socially 
positive ways are vital to us all,” 

News & Mail Managing Director Terry 
Tidbury added: “It’s been a tough time 
for us all but throughout the pandemic, 
our newspapers have provided a vital 
news link for the whole community, 
including our local businesses. 

“We welcomed the chance to sponsor 
this category, which highlights how 
entrants overcame the massive upheaval 
of the pandemic by redesigning the way 
they work and their offerings, while 
recognising the opportunity it provided 
to get things right, and on a sustainable 
path.”

While town centres were almost deserted 
during the COVID-19 pandemic, the News & 
Mail was helping local businesses survive.

The CES runs courses and conferences to help 
students and businesses face the challenges 
of climate change.’

‘It’s right to 
recognise the 
importance 
of agility and 
resilience in 
business in the 
face of a crisis
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Reputation spreads across county
Mayer Brown

MAYER Brown’s roots are deep in the 
Surrey soil. Back in 1988, Tony Brown and 
Will Mayer created their company from a 
small office in Woking. 

From this beginning, with a small 
dedicated team, they established Mayer 
Brown as a respected transportation 
consultancy and began building a 
reputation across both the county and 
nationally.

By 2020 Mayer Brown had grown to 
a staff of more than 75 and was able to 
boast the same reputation in the fields of 
infrastructure design and environmental 
assessment, while still retaining its 
headquarters in Woking. 

Over this time, the company has been 
pleased to work for numerous Surrey 
based clients and in recent years it has 
been proud to be involved in a number 
of landmark projects including the 
redevelopment of Guildford and Epsom 
railway stations and the historic Cane Hill 

Hospital site, as well as advising several 
NHS trusts and Surrey councils. It has also 
been involved in housing developments 
across the county, at Kilners Grange, 
Headley Court, Sunbury and for the Royal 
Holloway University, and enjoyed roles in 
supermarket developments across Surrey.  

For 2021, Mayer Brown 
is proud to be one of the 
sponsors of the CREST21 
awards, as this is in line 
with the stated aims of its 
environmental management 
plan and sits alongside other 
sponsorships, including being 
a Gold Corporate Partner of 
Surrey Wildlife Trust. It also 
aligns with the company’s 
current movements towards 
community action, borne out 
of the COVID-19 pandemic 
and including its adoption of 
Woking Foodbank as one of 

its corporate charities for 2021, the other 
being Mind. 

Through these and other actions, Mayer 
Brown looks forward to fostering the 
associations that it has built with both the 
community and our clients and to creating 
new relationships across the county.

Media Sponsor

Mayer Brown were involved in the redevelopment 
of  Epsom Station
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Ian Christie is a senior lecturer at the Centre for Environment and Sustainability in Surrey. He is knowledge 
exchange co-ordinator for CUSP (Centre for the Understanding of Sustainable Prosperity).

Ian has been at the University of Surrey since 2011, teaching and researching sustainable development. His interests 
are mainly in the political economy and ethics of sustainability; values and behavioural change in households, 
communities and large organisations; and policymaking for sustainability. 

He has worked in various roles on CUSP’s precursor programmes led by Prof Tim Jackson —RESOLVE and the 
Sustainable Lifestyles Research Group. 

Ian’s earlier career included senior roles in think-tanks (Demos and Policy Studies Institute), in business (Henley Centre 
for Forecasting) and in central and local government. Ian worked independently as a sustainability advisor from 1999 to 
2011, with clients including government departments, think-tanks, the Church of England, the Environment Agency and 
Natural England. 

He is an associate or trustee of several organisations concerned with sustainability, environmental policy and 
public engagement in policymaking and ethics: Green Alliance, Involve, Foundation for Democracy and Sustainable 
Development, New Economics Foundation and Theos.

Terry Tidbury is a retired accountant with more 40 years’ experience with international blue-chip organisations 
across a variety of business sectors. Having been brought out of retirement in 2014 and joining the News & Mail he 
led the efforts to ensure the paper’s survival and return the title to readership growth in a climate of decline for local 
newspapers.

Terry said: “When the subject of sustainability awards came up, I jumped at the chance to help promote and establish 
Surrey’s first dedicated programme recognising the fabulous work being undertaken by businesses in and around Woking.

“The work undertaken in developing these awards has opened my eyes to the fantastic and exciting strides being taken 
by organisations in and around Woking and I am honoured to have been asked to join the panel of judges.”

Carol Miller has a wide breadth of experience in journalism and communications that includes more than 12 
years with the UK supermarket chain Waitrose, where she was editor of its internal print and online magazine. The role 
helped build an extensive contact base within food and beverages alongside a clear insight into the industry, nurtured by 
a personal passion for all aspects of field to plate journeys.

Prior to that, Carol worked for 12 years in internal and external communications with a broad range of companies, 
including a European aviation trade and lobby association. This followed 12 years as a journalist for national, regional 
and local media outlets. Clients know they can rely on her real understanding of the media from all aspects to optimize 
news and events.

“The business community has to take a leading role in protecting and improving the environment where we live and 
work because sustainability is not something to be seen as a potential option,” she said. “However, the benefit to those 
that recognise that the very survival of our planet is in imminent danger and take positive action, will not only give 
future generations the opportunity to thrive but will help build trust and credibility of stakeholders for those committed 
businesses.”

Sarah Butcher joined Surrey Chambers of Commerce in April 2014 after a 12-year career at the University of 
Surrey. Starting out as the Export Surrey project lead, she spent the first two years supporting Surrey businesses with their 
export endeavours and building connections internationally within the global chamber network.

As head of membership, she is passionate about helping local businesses grow and prosper whether they are a sole 
trader or a corporate company. Actively involved with Surrey Climate Commission, Clean Growth and Green Innovation 
focus groups, she is keen to help support the businesses community in the move to achieving a cleaner, greener carbon 
neutral county.

Councillor Kevin Davis was first elected to Woking Borough Council in 2012, representing Heathlands 
ward, and he is now a member of the executive committee with portfolio holder responsibilities for the Environment and 
Promoting the Local Economy.

“The CREST21 Business Awards merges the two portfolios I am most passionate about, the environment and business, 
so it is an honour to be invited to participate in judging them,” he said. “I am looking forward to learning about the many 
innovative ways our vibrant local economy is tackling climate change and sustainability issues, especially as we move 
through these challenging times.”

Katie Sargent is the Environment Group Commissioning Manager at Surrey County Council and leads on the 
work to reduce carbon emissions in Surrey to net zero by 2050, and by 2030 for the council’s emissions. 

She joined the council in 2019 and has overseen the development of Surrey’s challenging climate change strategy and 
the council’s £300million Greener Futures Investment Programme.

Katie has worked in the environment field in the public sector since 2006, with roles at Camden Council and the 
Greater London Authority and has a Master’s Degree in Environment, Society and Policy from the Open University.

The Judges
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